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Reviewer’s report:

I have reviewed the revised manuscript and letter and feel the changes have met the requests for revisions adequately. Two points to note from my re-review:

1. I do find though, there are some areas where numbers still don’t add up correctly and this is distracting. Please advise the authors to check these carefully. Here are a couple of examples:

“Forty-six percent of workshop registrants were new to D&I science, while 58% had a basic understanding of the concepts but wanted more training to increase their competitiveness in grant applications. “ (46+ 58>100%)

2. re flow diagram

N=105 registrants- (9 for scheduling conflict) not equal to N=82 workshop participants?

Also, the title now doesn’t read well to me.

NOT CLEAR WHAT THIS MEANS with ‘LOCAL’ added? Bringing it Home: Expanding the Local Reach Dissemination and Implementation Training via a University-Based Workshop

? should it be?” Bringing it Home: Expanding the Local Reach of a Dissemination and Implementation Training via a University-Based Workshop "
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